MI 07.10 AB 17H
JAPANESE FOOD & CULTURE
Unite & share through Food! Let’s discover their flavours while cooking & their culture through a quiz. Are you ready?

SA 17.10 AB 16H
It’s Graffiti art or vandalism? What’s the different? Let’s talk about it! Also come & practice yourself how to turn Graffiti into a Piece of Art with a professionnal @JhStroossen

MI 21.10 AB 18H
Money Education Training: What do you really know about money? How to make money or how to spend it? What is the place of money in our society? Is it something good or bad? It’s the occasion to share your opinion with us & a special guest!

MI 28.10 AB 16H
UPCYCLING ?!? Did you already hear about it? It’s the activity of making new furniture, objects, etc. out of old or used things or waste material. You’re welcome to join us & participate to upcycling some fournitures of our youth House.